Tom’s Cove Park

RULES FOR OPERATION OF MOTORIZED VEHICLES

The following rules apply to all motorized vehicles including Golf Carts, Scooters, Mopeds, 4-Wheelers, ATV’s, or any motorized vehicle.

1. You must possess a valid Driver’s License from one of the 50 United States. You must be able to produce your License if requested.
2. All persons riding on vehicle must have a seat space. NO hanging, standing, or lap sitting is allowed.
3. The above vehicles are prohibited from cruising the Park after 11:00 pm.
4. All vehicles are required to display a valid Site sticker.
5. All vehicles must obey Speed Limit and all other traffic signs.
6. The first offense will result in a warning. Multiple offences will require you to remove your vehicle from the Park.

I acknowledge receipt of a copy of the above Rules which I fully understand and agree to abide by. I further accept responsibility for all the members of my party, guests and visitors and will see that they likewise abide by these rules.

__________________________________________
Signed

__________________________________________
Site No.